Picas Makes Perfect Photo Artwork
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., Oct. 27, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Picas
(https://www.picas.tech), a new free photo artwork application has recently
been released for both Android and iOS. With machine learning algorithms
using artificial intelligence in combination with neural networks, Picas can
help you turn a regular photo into famous fine art paintings with different
styles and effects.

Picas – Photo Artwork for Android was released on Sept. 1, 2016 and a few
days later, Picas for iPhone also became available on App Store. “Create
Photo Artwork Easier than Ever,” that is what Picas app developed for. In
less than 20 days Picas for Android has achieved 50,000 downloads on the Play
Store. Hundreds of users sharing their Picas filtered photo on social
networks, turning their social platform into a photo art work studio.
“Wonderful, simple and easy to use and does not need to less than 3 seconds
and is free and the bright colors of the application. This is an excellent
photo artwork studio/lab application and used daily and recommend it,” said
Wazir Wusu, one of the Picas lovers.
Picas has at least 70 different photo artwork filters and effects integrated
in single one app. Whatever artistic styles or effects you want to add to
your photos, Picasso or Van Gogh, Klimt or Dali, you can find it in Picas.
“You have the soul of an artist? Picas will help you in your creations.
You’re not an artist? You will amaze your friends with the beautiful

creations made with Picas,” said Roland Lalis, reviewer of Picas.
The art photo created by Picas can be easily saved on your devices and share
to your social platform like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and others.
Thanks to artificial intelligence and deep neural networks, Picas is
outstanding from so many picture artwork effects apps. Picas Inc. actually
optimized the face recognition algorithm so it will make the filtered
portrait photo into perfect artwork when processing it. As to security
concerns, Picas cares about users’ privacy: the photos will not be saved on
its servers.
Picas is now available at: https://www.picas.tech/.
About Picas Inc.:
Picas Inc. is a subsidiary of IObit, focusing on picture artwork and picture
privacy protection. IObit, founded in 2004, provides consumers with
innovative system utilities for Windows, Mac, and Android OS to greatly
enhance their performance and project them from security threats. With over
100 awards, 250 million downloads and 10 million active users worldwide,
IObit is a well-recognized industry leader.
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